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What makes a work of literature good or bad? How freely can the reader interpret it? Could a

nursery rhyme like Baa Baa Black Sheep be full of concealed loathing, resentment, and

aggression? In this accessible, delightfully entertaining book, Terry Eagleton addresses these

intriguing questions and a host of others. How to Read Literature is the book of choice for students

new to the study of literature and for all other readers interested in deepening their understanding

and enriching their reading experience.In a series of brilliant analyses, Eagleton shows how to read

with due attention to tone, rhythm, texture, syntax, allusion, ambiguity, and other formal aspects of

literary works. He also examines broader questions of character, plot, narrative, the creative

imagination, the meaning of fictionality, and the tension between what works of literature say and

what they show. Unfailingly authoritative and cheerfully opinionated, the author provides useful

commentaries on classicism, Romanticism, modernism, and postmodernism along with spellbinding

insights into a huge range of authors, from Shakespeare and J. K. Rowling to Jane Austen and

Samuel Beckett.
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General

In this serious but breezy and idiosyncratic take on how to read and enjoy literature, English critic

Eagleton performs an important if basic service, distinguishing the way people talk about fiction,

drama, or poetry from the way we discuss real life. His emphasis is on formÃ¢â‚¬â€•how literature

worksÃ¢â‚¬â€•rather than content. The bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s chapter headingsÃ¢â‚¬â€•Openings,



Character, Narrative, Interpretation, and ValueÃ¢â‚¬â€•summarize, but do not do justice to, his

sophisticated approach. EagletonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s erudition is supplemented with entertaining if

occasionally over-the-top wit, most notably in his close textual analysis of Baa Baa Black Sheep and

in his conclusion regarding the quality of literature, invoking the atrocious Scottish poet William

Ã‚ÂMcGonagall. His literary examples are well chosen and largely

canonicalÃ¢â‚¬â€•Ã‚Âincluding Shakespeare, Dickens, and Austen (but also the Harry Potter

series)Ã¢â‚¬â€•and are predominantly, although not exclusively, British. Eagleton does not

elucidate how he expects his audience, which presumably doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t yet know how to read

literature, to be familiar with these, or any, authors. More seriously, though, his book should appeal

to readers of James WoodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s more traditional How Fiction Works (2008). --Mark Levine

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

"Part of the fun of the book is the way in which Eagleton prompts, provokes and at times infuriates.

How to read How to Read Literature? . . .Ã‚Â as an ideal introductory guide to critical analysis, and

a thoroughly enjoyable reminder of EagletonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s own skill and subtlety as a

reader."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Felicity James, Times Higher Education Supplement "A pleasingly readable

overview of what we talk about when we talk about books. . . . Incisive and honest."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Michael

Washburn, Boston Globe "How to Read Literature is a lively and engaging primer on basic

strategies for appreciating literature, a kind of English 101 in a book."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Washington Post

"This is Eagleton at his most charming and an excellent guide for literature students early in their

education or those seeking a refresher course."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Publishers Weekly "A genial guide to

exactly what the title promises. . .Ã‚Â This short book benefits from a conversational, even

humorous tone. . .Ã‚Â Includes a very funny exegesis of &#39;Baa Baa Black Sheep&#39; and an

interpretive linkage of Dickens and Harry Potter."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Kirkus Reviews "This is not only an

entertaining book, it&#39;s an important one. What Eagleton refers to as "slow reading", after

Nietzsche, seems horribly endangered as a human activity. He draws us back to basics here, in a

sequence of sharp analyses, taking into account the essential aspects of intelligent reading. I love

his breezy style, so accessible and concrete; yet he never sacrifices nuance or subtlety. This is a

book for every reader, not only beginners, yet it will prove immensely useful in the

classroom."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Jay Parini, author of Why Poetry Matters

The institutional economist John Kenneth Galbraith once made the succinct and witty judgment that

writing a book is inevitably an exercise in ego. Given that he was a prolific author and a celebrity



intellectual, I imagine he was speaking for himself. Galbraith, however, wrote far fewer books than

Terry Eagleton, and no doubt there will be more to come before Eagleton turns off his word

processor and calls it a career. Evidently, Eagleton remains convinced that he has a lot more to

teach us about a lot of things, especially language, literature, and culture and their nature and uses.

I've never been disappointed in anything I've read by Eagleton, though The Idea of Culture seemed

unduly cerebral and better suited to an audience that took itself more seriously than the readers of

his other books, myself included.I expected How to Read Literature to have a lot in common with his

earlier book Literary Theory. Evidently, however, literary theory and literary appreciation or, if you

prefer, literary criticism, have less in common than I had imagined. Literary Theory, apparently, has

more to do with the nature of language, and literary criticism emphasizes aesthetic criteria that

govern how language is used in producing novels, short stories, poems, and other fictional forms.

Theory and criticism, nevertheless, certainly have a substantial conceptual overlap.How to Read

Literature, thus, may generate minor but annoying confusion as to the very nature of literature as a

distinct creative activity. For example, in Literary Theory Eagleton made much of the once prevailing

admonition that "a poem should not mean but be." Since poems are constructed of words, and

words take their meaning from their relationships with other words, and words are the building

blocks of language and literature, the distinction between literary theory and literary criticism

becomes even harder to make with confidence. However, if an author such as Eagleton chooses, in

a particular instance, to emphasize one over the other, it seems reasonable to overlook the

artificiality of a hard and fast break between the two, at least for the time being.How to Read

Literature is, for the most part, readily accessible, and it's not unduly difficult to follow Eagleton's

discussions of openings, character development, the variable nature of narratives, and other

pertinent topics. Nevertheless, Eagleton does not pander to the reader by choosing only easy

examples with which to make his presentation. If anything, he shows off just a bit, displaying his

impressive erudition and demonstrating the depth and complexity of his thought, sometimes to the

point of contrivance for just this purpose. In truth, Eagleton fairly often over-interprets literature of

varied genres. This is the sort of complaint that is often heard from mystified Freshmen enrolled in

their first course in English composition, but toward the end of the book Eagleton acknowledges that

patterns of alliteration, clusters of sumptuous words, instances of well-timed understatement, and

other happy locutions attributed to an author's brilliance are very often produced unself-consciously.

This does not rob them of their literary value, but it does undercut the claim that they were

intentionally invoked to produce admirable literature. This, I think, has the salutary effect of making

the writing of fiction seem less like industrial engineering and more like art.Furthermore, one need



not agree with every judgment that Eagleton offers. Sometimes he seems to be simply wrong. This

is conspicuously true of his analysis of what the takes to be misguided uses of empathy in

understanding and explaining characters. If I understand him, Eagleton claims that empathy has no

place in the production of fiction. His reasoning has an odd and, I think, demonstrably false basis,

namely that if one is empathizing -- putting yourself in the place of another person -- by becoming

that person you deny yourself the opportunity to observe him or her and gather material for use in

your writing.This claim, however, seems absurdly wrong. George Herbert Mead's masterful Mind,

Self, and Society gives a conspicuous place to taking the role of the other, in other words to

empathy, in the development of social and communicative competence. This is how we learn about

each other and acquire the ability to interact,Much more recently, in Adam Begley's biography

Updike, the biographer very effectively describes John Updike as always maintaining an essential

detachment from himself, enabling him to observe and record what he did and felt just as he was

doing it. Updike was adept at empathizing with himself and thereby accumulating raw material for

his writing. This, according to Begley, was a primary reason why so much of what Updike wrote is

autobiographical.Even the smartest and most learned among us occasionally make some pretty

consequential blunders. In this instance, I think that Eagleton became entangled in an overwrought

convolution of his own making and outsmarted himself. It's ironic, moreover, that Eagleton rejected

empathy but endorsed the use of sympathy, thereby risking spilling over into sentimentality.This

review is a lot more unfavorable than I wanted it to be. Eagleton's discussions of classical realism,

romanticism, and modernism are very informative and useful. His failure to give more attention to

post-modernism is consistent with choices he's made in some of his other books, such as After

Theory. He pays tribute to post-modernism in the abstract, but seems averse to celebrating it

concretely. In Why Marx Was Right he gives the distinct impression of being pretty much fed up with

it. In fact, Eagleton goes so far as to judge modernism, not post-modernism, to be the most

important development for literary and cultural studies in the 20th Century.Eagleton, whatever his

errors in judgment and penchant for self-aggrandizement, alerts the reader to important aspects of

literature that are often overlooked or discounted. He is indeed endorsing "slow reading," and to do

that as insightfully as Eagleton must be exhausting, something that is mastered over time through

repeated applications.No, Eagleton never comes right out and says "here is a list of the attributes of

all fine literature," and he acknowledges that individual taste has a legitimate role in evaluating what

we read and how much we enjoy it. More compelling, though, are his repeated acknowledgments

that literary criticism unrelated to time and place is something that cannot be realized. That he puts

so much emphasis on context, including social organization and relationships, as essential factors



in evaluating literature is very much to his credit. Eagleton may be a bit of a showoff, but he's also

an extraordinarily capable writer who rarely lets his ego render his work inaccessible to

unspecialized readers.

I think this is the best of the books of its kind and is accessible to beginners but still valuable to

experienced readers. By coincidence, I read English at Oxford and almost had Eagleton as a tutor;

I'm sorry I missed that opportunity but feel I'm making up for a bit of the loss now. Meanwhile, I'm

reading the book with a student who's talented in science but is currently struggling in literature: I

hope it will help him see what to do when he reads fiction or poetry. (I've also looked at Thomas

Foster's book, which I don't find to be as well balanced or comprehensive.)

This book is a totally captivating read, as well as the best (and by far the most painless) introduction

to literary criticism and theory that I have seen. Eagleton keeps the lit crit jargon to an absolute

minimum. He simply shows how to read well. But, of course, all of his vast knowledge of literary

theory informs how he reads. That's what makes this book so valuable. You can actually see how a

truly great literary theorist approaches works of literature.

Eagleton is a frustrating author to read. He is all over the place with his references and contradicts

himself at almost every turn. I thoroughly disliked having to read this book for class. If you are new

to literary criticism maybe this is a good introduction, but I would recommend Robert Mckee's

"Story" and "Dialogue". The audio versions of these are also good because you get that real lecture

experience.

I bought this after hearing someone talking about it on NPR. Terry Eagleton is more brilliant at

analyzing literature than almost anyone. Yes, even you. So if you want a light read, that at the same

time opens your eyes to some things you might not be thinking about when reading, then this is it.

My favorite part: a critique of the poem/song: Baa Baa Black Sheep. Very, very clever.

What a romp! What fun! What wit! Thoroughly refreshed by it. Unexpected associations, and a

rather droll account of bad writing at the ending!

Terry Eagleton, wears his erudition lightly in rendering accessibie the historical and formal

complexity of a wealth of life-giving literary working works. Have fun: buy it!
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